
438 Invictus 935 Light Grey 991 Grey Storm

HUNTINGTON
SHIRT

17601 (LONG SLEEVE)  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
97601 (3/4 SLEEVES)  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL)

FEATURES 
• Contrast horn buttons

• Side hem gussets

• Shirttail hem

• Two piece self fabric collar

• One button cuffs

• Back yoke

• Flat-felled seams

FABRIC
100% Cotton yarn dyed woven with wrinkle resistant 
finish, 145 g/m² (4.3 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer

5XL
up to

Centre front button 
placket (men’s)/
hidden button 
placket (women’s)

Upper patch 
pocket

Mandarin collar 
and three quarter 
sleeves (women’s)

With its distinctive micro-dot pattern, the Huntington can be dressed up or worn 
as in as a relaxed look that sets it apart from traditional business attire. While 
the men’s style has a hidden button-down collar, the women’s has a mandarin 
collar with three-quarter length sleeves. Both are 100% cotton, wrinkle-resistant 
and designed for wash-and-wear convenience. An urban professional look, but 
branded apparel you’ll love to wear.



EQUINOX
KNIT BLAZER

98613  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• Shaped seams and tapered waist for flattering fit

• Contrast inner neck tape

• Heat transfer main label for tagless comfort

FABRIC
83% Polyester / 17% Wool cross dyed interlock 
doubleknit, 245 g/m² (7.2 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer

550 Metro Blue Heather 684 Loden Heather 932 Heather Grey 988 Heather Dark Charcoal

UP TO

3XL

Shawl collar

Front slant 
pockets

Contrast hanger 
loop at inside 
back neck

With the cozy Equinox Knit Blazer, we’ve created a fashion-forward look that 
women will love. Made with washable wool for easy care, it features a distinctive 
shawl collar, tapered waist and dropped back hem. This versatile knit blazer can 
take you from chic professional office attire to evening drinks with colleagues 
and friends.



Rib knit collar

Dropped 
back hem 
(women’s)

Longer 
length 
(women’s)

Rib knit cuffs 
and hem (men’s)

BROMLEY
KNIT V-NECK

18614  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
98614  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
•Shaped seams and tapered waist for flattering fit   
 (women’s)

• Contrast inner neck tape

• Contrast hanger loop at inside back neck

• Hem side slits (women's)

FABRIC
83% Polyester / 17% Wool cross dyed interlock 
doubleknit, 245 g/m² (7.2 oz/yd²). 68% Polyester / 
29% Wool / 3% Elastane 1x1 rib knit collar, sleeve cuffs 
(men's) and body hem (men's), 18 gauge.

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer

550 Metro Blue Heather 684 Loden Heather 932 Heather Grey 988 Heather Dark Charcoal

5XL
up to

The Bromley Knit V-Neck is a versatile sweater for work, weekends or anything 
in between. Made with washable wool for easy care, the men’s version has a rib 
knit collar, cuffs and hem, while the women’s has a dropped back hem with slits 
at the hips.



Convertible collar 
(women’s only)

Centre front 
exposed coil 
zipper with 
contrast stitch

Contrast inner rib 
knit collar (men’s)

STRATTON
KNIT

18612 (QUARTER ZIP)  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
98612 (HALF ZIP)  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• Dropped back hem (women's)

• Partial rib knit collar (women's)

• Contrast inner neck tape

• Shaped seams and tapered waist for flattering fit   
 (women’s)

FABRIC
83% Polyester / 17% Wool cross dyed interlock 
doubleknit, 245 g/m² (7.2 oz/yd²). 68% Polyester /  
29% Wool / 3% Elastane 1x1 rib knit inner collar (men's) 
and outer collar (women's), 18 gauge.

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer 550 Metro Blue Heather 684 Loden Heather 932 Heather Grey 988 Heather Dark Charcoal

5XL
up to

The Stratton Knit quarter for men’s and half zip for women’s offers a traditional 
professional look for men and women – with some key differences between 
the two. While the men’s has a stand collar and fits well over a shirt and tie, the 
women’s has a convertible collar, dropped back hem and tapered waist for a 
flattering fit. Both, however, are made with washable wool that makes it easy to 
wash and wear.



18611  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
98611  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

VORLAGE
HALF ZIP KNIT JACKET

FEATURES 
• Contrast coverstitching

• Centre front exposed contrast reverse coil zipper

• Contrast interior zipper flap

• Dropped back hem

• Easy grip zipper pulls

• Contrast hanger loop at inside back neck

• Heat transfer main label for tagless comfort

FABRIC
100% Polyester sweater knit with brushed back,  
305 g/m² (9 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer

384 Maroon Heather/Black 
Smoke Heather

550 Metro Blue Heather/
Black Smoke Heather

684 Loden Heather/Black 
Smoke Heather

922 Light Heather Grey/
Black Smoke Heather

5XL
up to

Contrast binding 
on collar, sleeve, 
cuffs and hem

Interior 
media exit 
port with 
cord guide

Front kangaroo 
pouch pocket

With the Vorlage Half Zip Jacket, we’ve taken our popular Tremblant Knit Jacket 
and added a couple of twists. While the Vorlage maintains the same cozy look 
of a well-worn sweater, its colourblocked sleeves and half zip pullover design 
give it a sportier feel.



VEGA
TECH ZIP

18304 (QUARTER ZIP)  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
98304 (HALF ZIP)  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 
58304 (QUARTER ZIP)  YOUTH (JR2XS - JRXL)

FEATURES 
• Autolock zipper pull

• Narrow twin needle topstitch detail

• Zipper garage CF feature

• Contrast inner collar

• Heat transfer main label for tagless comfort

• Shaped seams and tapered waist for flattering fit   
 (women’s)

FABRIC
100% Micro polyester interlock knit with wicking 
finish, 135 g/m² (4 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser*, Deboss 
(*Unavailable on white.)

125 White 358 Team Red 561 New Royal

575 Navy 945 Steel Grey 995 Black

Centre front 
exposed coil zipper 
with contrast tape 
and teeth

Contrast inner collar

Dropped back hem

5XL
up to

The sporty Vega Tech quarter zip for men’s and half zip for women’s is a 
versatile pullover designed for wash and wear convenience. This EZ Care 
tech top is made with a breathable, moisture wicking fabric, it also offers UV 
protection and resists snagging.



12502  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
92502  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FONTAINE
KNIT VEST

FEATURES 
• Centre front exposed contrast reverse coil zipper

• Upper and lower exposed contrast reverse coil zipper 

• Contrast interior zipper flap

• Interior media exit port with cord guide

• Contrast inner yoke and neck tape

• Shaped seams & tapered waist for flattering fit 

• Contrast coverstitching

FABRIC
100% Polyester sweater knit with brushed back,  
305 g/m² (9 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer 550 Metro Blue Heather 922 Light Heather Grey 994 Black Smoke Heather

5XL
up to

Contrast binding 
on collar, armhole 
and body hem

Dropped 
back hem

Easy grip 
zipper pulls

The sporty Fontaine Knit Vest offers the soft feel and close fit of a comfy 
sweater in heathered grey, black or blue, similar to our Tremblant Knit. Inside, it’s 
got a pocket for your phone with an exit port for an earbud cord. This low pill 
vest is perfect for transitioning through warm to cool seasons when paired with 
a fleece or knit sweater



LED zipper pull 
(adult only)

SILVERTON
PACKABLE INSULATED JACKET

19652  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
99652  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 
59652  YOUTH (JR2XS - JRXL*)

FEATURES 
• ECHO Heat

• Packable into left pocket sack

• Centre front exposed plastic zipper with contrast tape and  
 teeth

• Interior media exit port with cord guide

• Zipper garage pocket feature

• Ergonomic sleeves

• Elasticized cuffs

FABRIC
Outershell: 100% Nylon dull cire 380T woven, water repellent 
(600mm) and downproof, 38 g/m² (1.1 oz/yd²).   
Contrast: 100% Polyester with water repellent finish.  
Lining: 100% Polyester 240T ECHOHEAT body and hood.  
100% Polyester taffeta 210T cire finish body and sleeves.  
Insulation: 100% Polyester faux down fill total of body, sleeves 
& hood, 0 g (0 oz) Men's size L, 83 g (2.9 oz) Women's size M, 
0 g (0 oz) Youth size M. 100% Polyester soft fill lower sleeves, 
front yoke, back yoke and center hood panel,   
80 g/m² (2.4 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD*, Embroidery, Transfer* 
(*Available on hood panel only.)

Packable into 
left pocket 
sack

5XL
up to

270 Saffron 358* Team Red 431* Olympic Blue

573* Vintage Navy 938 Quarry 995* Black

The modern fit Silverton Packable Insulated Jacket combines a trendy retail look 
with lots of interesting features, starting with an LED zipper pull (adult only). 
It’s also got an ECHOHEAT lining and water repellent finish for comfort in cold, 
damp weather. And when you’re in the car or on a plane, you can pack it up and 
stow it away in a stuff sack built into the left pocket



Critical seam 
sealed

Roll-away hood 
with drawcord 
and interior 
cordlocks

Centre front laminated 
placket with snap closures 
over plastic zipper with 
contrast teeth

Longer length 
(women’s)

MANHATTAN
SOFTSHELL JACKET

12934  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
92934  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• Roll-away hood with drawcord and interior cordlocks

• Three quarter length

• Lower laminated concealed plastic contrast teeth zipper  
 pockets

FABRIC
100% Polyester mechanical stretch woven bonded to 100% 
Polyester graphic pattern jersey knit with waterproof 
(8000mm), breathable (400g/m²) membrane and water 
repellent finish, 265 g/m² (7.8 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss

991 Grey Storm 995 Black

5XL
up to

The Manhattan Softshell Jacket is a stylish professional look that also provides 
plenty of protection from the elements, with a waterproof, breathable 
membrane, critical seam sealing to keep out moisture, water repellent finish 
and roll-away hood. The women’s Manhattan is styled a bit differently from the 
men’s, with a distinctive funnel collar and tapered waist.



KENDRICK
SOFTSHELL JACKET

12935  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
92935  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• Lower exposed plastic contrast teeth zipper pockets

• Centre front exposed plastic zipper with contrast teeth

FABRIC
100% Polyester woven bonded to 100% Polyester graphic 
pattern jersey knit with waterproof (1000mm), breathable 
(300g/m²) membrane and water repellent finish, 300 g/m² 
(8.9 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss 138 Fossil 510 Denim 684 Loden 995 Black

5XL
up to

Convertible rib 
knit collar

Partial rib 
knit cuffs and 
rib knit hem

Engraved metal 
zipper pull

The Kendrick Softshell Jacket is a three-layer softshell with an old school 
bomber jacket look. Featuring a waterproof breathable membrane and water 
repellent finish, this versatile jacket is defined by its convertible rib knit collar, 
partial rib knit cuffs and hem.



Rib knit storm 
cuffs with thumb 
exit

Interior storm flap 
with chin guard

Centre front 
waterproof zipper 
and reflective 
graphic

BRECKENRIDGE
INSULATED JACKET

19651  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
99651  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• ECHO Heat

• Critical seam sealed

• Flap welt pockets with magnetic closure

• Interior media-ID pocket with transparent window

• Dropped back hem

• Texture accents on sleeve and side panel

FABRIC
Outershell: 100% Polyester mechanical stretch woven with 
waterproof (8000mm), breathable (500g/m²) membrane and 
water repellent finish, 125 g/m² (3.7 oz/yd²).  
Contrast: 100% Polyester cross dyed woven ripstop woven with 
waterproof, breathable membrane and water repellent finish. 
86% Acrylic 12% Polyester 2% Elastane 2x2 rib knit inner collar 
and storm cuffs, 12 gauge.  
Lining: 100% Polyester 240T ECHOHEAT body. 100% Polyester 
taffeta 210T cire finish lower body, sleeves and hood. 100% 
Polyester anti-pill brushed tricot knit pocket bags. 100% 
Polyester mesh interior pocket.  
Insulation: 100% Polyester soft fill body, 
140 g/m² (4.1 oz/yd²). 100% Polyester soft fill sleeves and 
hood, 100 g/m² (3 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Deboss* 
(*Available on body fabric only.)

369 Vintage Red 438 Invictus 991 Grey Storm 995 Black

2 LAYER
BONDED

25XL
up to

Bundle up in the Breckenridge Insulated Jacket, with ECHOHEAT fabric 
technology to keep the heat in and critical seam sealing to keep moisture out. 
Featuring waterproof, breathable construction, this heavy insulated jacket also 
provides protection from the elements with an attached hood, storm collar and 
storm cuffs. Inside, you’ll love details like the backpack carrying straps, which 
allow you to slip the coat off your shoulders while you’re walking around the 
grocery store and a clear pocket for your phone, MP3 or as an ID badge.



STINSON
SOFTSHELL VEST

12501  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
92501  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• Dropped back hem

• Elastic drawcord at hem with interior cordlocks

FABRIC
100% Polyester mechanical stretch woven bonded to 
100% Polyester anti-pill microfleece with waterproof 
(8000mm), breathable (400g/m²) membrane and 
water repellent finish, 270 g/m² (8 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss 575 Navy 991 Grey Storm 995 Black

Centre front 
exposed reverse 
coil zipper

Upper and 
lower welt 
pockets with 
coil zipper

Twin needle 
topstitching

5XL
up to

The Stinson offers just enough extra warmth for those chilly autumn and spring 
days. Perfect for layering over a lightweight fleece, this softshell vest has a 
waterproof, breathable membrane and a water repellent finish.



MEN'S 19411 
WOMEN'S 99411 

The Roots73™ Bridgewater Insulated Jacket combines warmth, comfort and style 
in a whole new way, with faux down insulation, dropped back fishtail hem, critical 
seam sealing to keep out moisture and a waterproof, breathable membrane. From 
a style perspective, this parka-style jacket has a detachable hood with detachable 
faux fur trim, elbow patches and classic Roots73™ branding.

FABRIC
OUTERSHELL: 100% Polyester twill with waterproof 
(8000mm), breathable membrane (500g/m²) and water 
repellent finish, 230 g/m² (6.9 oz/yd²).  
CONTRAST: 98% Acrylic / 2% Elastane 1x1 rib knit storm 
cuffs, 12 gauge. 100% Acrylic Faux Fur bonded to 100% 
Polyester, 730 g/m² (21.5 oz/yd²).  
LINING: 100% Polyester taffeta 210T cire finish lower 
body, sleeves and hood. 100% Polyester brushed tricot knit 
interior colar, upper zipper flap and pocket bags.  
INSULATION: 100% Polyester faux down fill total of 
body, sleeves & hood, 367 g (13 oz) Men's size L, 287 g 
(10.1 oz) Women's size M. 100% Polyester soft fill collar, 
facing & sleeve cuffs, 100 g/m² (3 oz/yd²). 

m S - 3XL | w XS - 2XL

RECOMMENDED DECORATION†

HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss

BRIDGEWATER
INSULATED JACKET

684 
Loden

995 
Black



MIGHTY LED
KNIT TOQUE

36109  UNISEX (ONE SIZE) 

FEATURES 
• Removable and rechargeable headlight

• Two layer

FABRIC

100% Acrylic 1x1 rib knit, 12 gauge.

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
Embroidery

995 Black

PROTECTION 
UV FPRUV 40+

Featuring a removable LED headlight, the Might LED Knit Toque definitely gets 
your attention. The headlight – which has three brightness settings – pops out 
of the turn-back cuff for washing and can be charged with a USB cable. As for 
the toque itself, it’s a thick rib knit with crown darts for a shaped fit. A great knit 
toque for corporate, team and school apparel.



INSTINCTIVE
KNIT TOQUE

36107  UNISEX (ONE SIZE) 

FEATURES 
• Crown darts for shaped fit

FABRIC
96% Polyester / 4% Elastane anti-pill interlock  
brushed back knit with durable water repellent finish,  
280 g/m² (8.3 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss

369 Vintage Red 550 Metro Blue 932 Heather Grey 995 Black

Available in four colours, the stretchy Instinctive Knit Toque offers a shaped fit. 
It’s made with an anti-pill brushed back knit that has a water repellent finish. 
Pair it with the Parallel Knit Scarf and Efficient Knit Mitts.



PARALLEL
KNIT SCARF

45131  UNISEX (ONE SIZE) 

FEATURES 
• Handwarmer pockets

FABRIC
96% Polyester / 4% Elastane anti-pill interlock brushed 
back knit with durable water repellent finish,  
280 g/m² (8.3 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss

369 Vintage Red 550 Metro Blue 932 Heather Grey 995 Black

Available in four colours, this stretchy knit scarf features built-in hand-warmer 
pockets. It’s made with an anti-pill brushed back knit that has a water repellent 
finish and handwarmer pockets. Pair it with the Efficient Knit Mitts and 
Instinctive Knit Toque.



EFFICIENT
KNIT MITTS

45132  UNISEX (S/M - L/XL) 

FEATURES 
• Reinforced palm and thumb

FABRIC
96% Polyester / 4% Elastane anti-pill interlock brushed 
back knit with durable water repellent finish, 280 g/
m² (8.3 oz/yd²). 100% polyester textured non-woven 
bonded to 100% polyester knit overlay.

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss

369 Vintage Red 550 Metro Blue 932 Heather Grey 995 Black

Available in four colours, these comfy mitts feature grippy reinforcement at the 
palm and thumb. They’re made with a stretchy, anti-pill fabric that has a water 
repellent finish. Pair it with the Parallel Knit Scarf and Instinctive Knit Toque.



RIXFORD
POLYFLEECE JACKET

18130  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
98130  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 
18130T  TALL (L - 5XL‡)

FEATURES 
• Off-Tonal Coverstitch detail

FABRIC
100% Polyester anti-pill microfleece, 
180 g/m² (5.3 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Laser

The comfortable Rixford offers a classic look for chilly weather. Made with 100% polyester anti-pill microfleece, 
it features an interior thumb grab at the end of each sleeve and a Contrast hanger loop inside the neck. 
Thoughtful details like easy grip zipper pulls add to the Rixford's retail feel, and the women's style has a dropped 
back hem, shaped seams and tapered waist for a more natural fit, Available in colours ranging from Forest Green 
and Olympic Blue to basic Black, the versatile Rixford is a stylish look for any brand.

5XL
up to

Easy grip 
zipper pulls

Interior thumb 
grab

Coverstitch detail

561 New Royal 575‡ Navy 585 Dark Plum 640 Forest Green 991 Grey Storm 995‡ Black

191  Chocolate 270 Saffron 326 Pink Zircon 
(Women’s Only)

358 Team Red 384 Maroon 431 Olympic Blue



TAZA
KNIT QUARTER ZIP

17810  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
97810  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• Exterior media cord guide

• Autolock zipper pull

• Heat transfer main label for tagless comfort

• Zipper garage centre front feature

• Sleeve cuffs with thumb exit

FABRIC
100% Micro polyester cross dyed jersey knit with anti-
microbial and wicking finish, 150 g/m² (4.4 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Transfer, Embroidery, Deboss*, Laser* 
(*Availability is dependant on artwork provided.)

358 Team Red Heather 430 Aspen Blue Heather 561 New Royal Heather

653 Apple Heather 927 Silver Heather 988 Heather Dark Charcoal

The Taza Knit Quarter Zip is 100% Micro polyester cross-dyed jersey knit with 
anti-microbial finish, snag resistant and wicking finish, This retail flare knit 
features Contrast reverse coil zipper with autolock pull and sleeve cuffs with 
thumb exit, When you need music by your side, this knit features an added 
exterior media cord guide. Available in four bright and bold colours, the Taza is a 
versatile knit that works over a polo, woven or tee. This is also a great knit when 
active because of its Webtech properties, which help channel sweat away. 
 

5XL
up to

Sleeve cuffs 
with thumb 
exit

Contrast 
coverstitching

Zipper 
garage 
centre front 
feature



5XL
up to

TREMBLANT
KNIT JACKET

18610  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
98610  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 

FEATURES 
• Contrast binding on collar, sleeve cuffs & body hem

• Upper exposed Contrast reverse coil zipper pocket

• Dropped back hem

• Centre front exposed contrast reverse coil zipper

• Lower exposed Contrast reverse coil zipper pockets

• Easy grip zipper pull

• Shaped seams & tapered waist for flattering fit   
 (women's)

FABRIC
100% Polyester sweater knit with brushed back,   
305 g/m² (9 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer

384 Maroon Heather 550 Metro Blue Heather 684 Loden Heather

922 Light Heather Grey 994 Black Smoke Heather

With its eye-catching heather knit design, the Tremblant Knit Jacket has the 
cozy look of a well-worn sweater – but it’s got some great functional design 
features, too, like thumb exits in the sleeves, two lower pockets, one upper chest 
pocket and an exit port for an earbud cord.

Contrast 
coverstitching Interior media 

exit port with 
cord guide

Sleeve cuffs with 
hidden thumb exit



585 Dark Plum

CROMWELL
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

17309  MEN'S (S - 3XL) 
97309  WOMEN'S (XS - 2XL)

FEATURES 
• Centre front button placket

• Self fabric collar with stand

• Diminishing contrast piping

• Fold over one button cuffs with single pleats   
 (women's)

• Back yoke

• Flat-felled seams

• Shaped seams & tapered waist for flattering fit   
 (women's)

FABRIC
100% Cotton 80’s 2-ply pinpoint oxford woven with iron 
free finish, 110 g/m² (3.2 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer

The Cromwell Long Sleeve Shirt brings style and sophistication to the upscale 
classic executive look. Available in four colours, it’s perfect for the office & 
everyday wear, with an iron free fabrication and finish. This versatile hidden 
button down is a great look for employees at corporations, small businesses, 
schools and universities.

Taped 
seams

Upper left chest patch 
pocket (men’s)

Hidden button 
down shirt collar 
(men’s)

125 White 326 Pink Zircon 437 China Blue

561 New Royal 991 Grey Storm



MAXSON
SOFTSHELL JACKET

19534  MEN'S (S - 5XL) 
99534  WOMEN'S (XS - 3XL) 
59534 YOUTH (JRXS – JRXL)*
19534T TALL (L – 5XL)‡

FEATURES 
• Articulated elbows

• Ergonomic sleeves

• Contrast hanger loop at inside back neck

• Heat transfer main label for tagless comfort

FABRIC
100% Polyester mechanical stretch woven bonded to 
100% Polyester anti-pill microfleece with waterproof 
(8000mm), breathable (400g/m²) membrane and 
water repellent finish, 270 g/m² (8 oz/yd²).

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss

The Maxson is designed for movement while providing protection from the 
elements. Available in a range of great colours, the Maxson features waterproof, 
breathable three-layer construction, as well as ergonomic sleeves and 
articulated elbows for a superior fit, and the women's style includes shaped 
seams, a tapered waist and a dropped back hem for an even more natural fit, 
The Maxson also features a polyester brushed tricot upper storm flap, easy grip 
zipper pull and adjustable cuff tabs with velcro closure.

Centre front 
exposed contrast 
reverse coil zipper

Interior zipper 
flap

Lower welt 
pockets with 
coil zipper

5XL
up to

995*‡ Black

358 Team Red 431 Olympic Blue 561 New Royal 575*‡ Navy

640 Forest Green 991 Grey Storm



DADE
SHORT SLEEVE POLO

16398 MEN’S (S – 5XL)
96398 WOMEN’S (XS – 3XL)
56398 YOUTH (JRXS – JRXL)*
16398T TALL (L – 5XL)‡

The versatile Dade’s got a classic look that never goes out of style. Available in nine 
colours, it offers great performance at a great price, with breathable fabric, a wicking 
finish, UV protection, snag-resistance and wash-and-wear convenience. The men’s version 
features a three-button placket with dyed-to-match buttons, while the women’s has a five-
button placket, as well as shaped seams and a tapered waist for a flattering fit. The Dade is 
available in youth sizes, too, offering a stylish look for school uniforms.

FEATURES 
• Centre front three button placket

• Narrow twin needle topstitch detail

• Dyed-to-match buttons

• Hanger loop at inside back neck

FABRIC
100% Polyester textured knit with wicking finish. 
155 g/m² (4.6 oz/yd²) contrast:100% polyester 
flat knit collar.

RECOMMENDED DECORATION
HXD, Embroidery, Transfer, Laser, Deboss

Flat knit collar

Wicking finish & 
breathable

5XL
up to

125 White ‡

660 Dark Citron 
Green

945 Steel Grey ‡

358 Team Red ‡ 431* Olympic Blue 575 Navy ‡

585 Dark Plum 640 Forest Green

995* Black ‡



The comfy Riverside Fleece Full Zip Hoody is a great look for cool days on campus 
or chilly evenings at the cabin. Featuring Roots73™ branding on the hood, sleeve, 
hip and drawstrings, this classic monochrome hoody proves that understated style 
can make a statement.

FABRIC
80% Cotton / 20% Polyester sueded washed fleece. 
300 g/m² (8.9 oz/yd²). Contrast: 95% Cotton /  
5% Spandex 2x2 rib knit sleeve cuffs and body hem. 
Lining: 100% Cotton jersey knit hood and interior 
pocket. 

m S - 3XL; 4XL - 5XL* | w XS - 2XL; 3XL*

RECOMMENDED DECORATION†

HXD, Embroidery, Transfer

MEN'S 18203 
WOMEN'S 98203 

RIVERSIDE
FULL ZIP HOODY

361 Cranberry 552 Indigo Blue 574 Atlantic Navy

987* Charcoal Mix 995* Black 997* Black Mix
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